
DESCRIPTION

Derbiflash RS Vinyl Chips are solid, chemically inert, pigmented acrylic chips used  
to create decorative aesthetic finishes for Derbiflash RS 287 Color Finish Base  
applications. Derbiflash RS Vinyl Chips are available in 3 colors: black, white and gray.

MIXING

When applying Acrylic Chips,Performance Roof Systems recommends using a blend  
of two to three different colors. Use care when handling the Vinyl Chips, especially 
while in the bags. Rough handling or throwing the bags around will break chips and 
create small particles. These small particles will change the appearance of the finish. For 
best results, transfer the chips to a clean five gallon pail for distribution onto the coating. 
Using your hands, gently break apart any clumps of chips. Avoid transferring the fine 
particles of broken chips from the bag or box into the pail.

APPLICATION

Apply Derbiflash RS Color Base according to published specifications. Broadcast  
the vinyl chips onto Derbiflash RS 287 Color Finish in excess while wet using a popcorn 
gun and or hand feeder at a rate of 100 lb per 100 SF.

Vertical and horizontal surfaces should be cast separately, applying vertical surfaces 
first followed by deck areas using appropriate protection and masking. On vertical 
surfaces, cast aggregate into the wet resin with a perpendicular hand motion. 

Once the floor is dry and ready for the top coat you will need to remove any color 
flakes that did not adhere. The easiest way to do this is to sweep the floor with a stiff 
bristle push broom followed by vacuuming or using a leaf blower to remove any  
loose chips. Apply Derbiflash RS 281 Clear finish according to published specifications 
and recommendations.

PACKAGING & STORAGE

Always store closed containers in cool, ventilated and dry locations away from heat 
and oxidizing agents.
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